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Amazon E-Commerce Service 4.0 
Known Issues 
Release Date: 2006-03-22 
 

The following issues describe irregular behavior seen in ECS 4.0 functionality: 

• In ItemSearch requests, sorting results by salesrank does not work. The 
sort parameter, salesrank, should return items in order from best (1) to worst (large 
number) selling within a search index.  Currently, when salesrank is specified as a 
sorting parameter, the items returned by ItemSearch are out of order.  

• The parameter, pubdate, which is used in ItemSearch Power searches is 
not working correctly. This parameter sometimes does not return results for the 
specified pubdate value when it should. 

• WishLists are not available in the JP locale.  

• SellerListingLookup does not return a response when a seller has 150,000 
or more listings. SellerListingLookup is geared for small sellers. Sellers with 
150,000 or more items for sale can benefit instead from data feeds provided by 
Amazon’s Inventory Loader. 

• When a customer has multiple lists of the same type, ListSearch returns 
only one of the lists.  

• Changing access to lists often requires up to twenty-four hours to take 
effect. Only public lists are returned by ListSearch. The search index, however, is 
only updated once every 24 hours. So, it is possible that, for up to 24 hours, the list 
ID will be available through ECS ListSearch even though a ListLookup on that ID will 
fail. 

• TotalItems value is incorrect in filtered ListLookup requests. ListLookup 
offers a parameter called ProductGroup, which enables you to filter lists to a specific 
category of items.  The TotalItems element, however, still shows the total number of 
items found in the list before the filtering is applied. 

• Relevancy rank does not work with blended searches. Relevancy rank 
generally corresponds with sales rank. Currently, the relevancy rank using 
ItemSearch blended searches yields inaccurate results. 

• Updating the availability status of a few items takes exceptionally long. 
There is a lag time incurred for the availability status of an item to be updated. For a 
few items in each Search Index, however, those lag times are exceptionally long.  
These lag times account for inaccurate availability information, even when the 
ItemSearch parameter, Availability, is set to "Available." To check the true 
availability of an item, use the Offers Response Group. If an offer is returned for an 
item, it is truly available.  
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• BrowseNodeLookup does not always return a Name value in non-US 
locales. BrowseNodeLookup returns BrowseNode names and children. Sometimes, in 
non-US locales, Name values are not returned. 

• If the same ASIN exists in both the US and CA and is available in only one 
of the locales, ItemSearch shows that the item is available in both locales. 
For example, for an ASIN that is available in the US but not in CA, ItemSearch might 
return that it is available in the CA locale. 

• ItemSearch using the SearchBins Response Groups sometimes breaks.  
When the SearchBins Response Group is used with ItemSearch, in rare cases, a bin 
name is not returned, which does not conform to the schema. 

• In ItemSearch, when Condition is set to “All” and MerchantId is set to 
specific value instead of “All,” the TotalOffers and TotalOfferPages elements 
are repeated. In ItemSearch, when Condition is set to “All” and MerchantId is set to 
a specific merchant instead of “All,” the TotalOffers and TotalOfferPages elements are 
repeated in the response, which does not conform to the schema. For example: 

<Offers> 
 <TotalOffers>0</TotalOffers> 
 <TotalOffers>1</TotalOffers> 
 <TotalOfferPages>0</TotalOfferPages> 
 <TotalOfferPages>1</TotalOfferPages> 
 <Offer> 

It is not possible to know which value is correct. If schema validation is turned on, 
the application will fail. To correct this problem, turn off schema validation. 

• ItemSearch sometimes returns items sold by Amazon and other merchants 
when Amazon is passed in as a string. When you use ItemSearch and the 
Availability parameter is not used, and MerchantId is set to the string, “Amazon,” 
ItemSearch returns items sold by Amazon and other merchants, which is incorrect. 
Setting the Availability parameter to “Available,” however, makes ItemSearch 
correctly return items sold only by Amazon. 

• GZIP functionality not working. XML responses are not GZIP'ed, even if the 
proper Accept-Encoding header is sent with the request. 

• The total number of pages returned from a search request decreases as 
you scroll. To optimize search results, grouping of similar items is not done until the 
items are viewed. When the items are viewed and the grouping occurs, the page 
count shrinks. Because this behavior is sometimes confusing to users, Amazon will 
consider revising it. 

• Relevancy score values are sometimes unexpected. Relevancy scores are, in 
part, determined by the number of occurrences of a word. This algorithm can 
sometimes lead to unexpected results. For example, while you might expect "laptop" 
to be most relevant to Computers category, the relevancy score is higher in 
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"Sporting Goods" because the word "laptop" occurs there more often, for example, in 
phrases such as "laptop bag."  

• ItemSearch sometimes returns an inappropriate Search Index. The Search 
Index returned is sometimes inappropriate for the ASIN. For example, searching for 
"Dell Laptops," returns with a Search Index of "Video Games." 

• In cart operations, validation is not performed on ListItemId. Validation is 
not performed in some cart operations. It is possible, for example, for the ListItemId 
not to correspond to the ASIN.  

• MerchantId does not always filter search results. MerchantId is not used in 
books, music, classical, video, wireless, DVD, communities, wishlists, Target, and all 
international stores. MerchantId cannot be used as a filter for any of these groups. 
Doing so might lead to unexpected results, such as items being sold by some 
merchant other than the one specified by the MerchantId.  

• SellerLookup sometimes does not return the Seller Name or correct 
Location. Results from the SellerLookup operation may not return the SellerName 
element or return the correct Location values.  

• ItemLookup does not return some editorial reviews. ItemLookup only returns 
the editorial reviews written by Amazon.com.  

• Feature elements are missing from ItemAttributes. ECS 4.0 does not return 
the Feature element, which is returned by ECS 3.0, for ItemAttributes. 

• The salesrank value varies greatly with the web site. For non-US locales, the 
salesrank value returned by ECS is sometimes drastically different from the web site.  

• Relevance rank and search indexes are incorrect for the Blended search 
index. The relevance rank and product search index is not correct in ItemSearch 
results when searches are based on the Blended search index.  

• Items returned using the PCHardware search index may not be hardware. 
Using the PCHardware search index with the ItemSearch operation returns non-
hardware items.  

• ItemSearch using Power does not return results as expected for exact 
dates. The results from the ItemSearch operation may not be correct when using 
exact dates with the Power parameter. Using date ranges returns expected results.  

• WishList is returned even when ListType=WeddingRegistry. In ListLookup, 
when you set ListType to “WeddingRegistry,” the operation returns both a 
WeddingRegistry and, unexpectedly, a WishList. Both lists are based on the same 
ListId. When you set ListType to “WishList,” ListLookup only returns a WishList, 
which is correct. 
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• Customer Reviews not in-sync with the website. Customer Reviews returned 
by search operations may not be in-sync with the website reviews.  

• ReleaseDate not returned for some items. Some items, such as DVDs, do not 
have release dates. Sorting by release date, then, sometimes generates spurious 
sort results. 

• Parent ASINs are not clearly labeled as such. Parent ASINs (items that have 
variations) are not clearly labeled as such. Currently, you must request the 
VariationSummary response group to determine whether or not an item is a parent 
ASIN.  

• ListLookup response for WishList missing elements for UK, DE. In the UK 
(Amazon.co.uk), DE (Amazon.de, JP (Amazon.co.jp), FR (Amazon.fr) and CA 
(Amazon.ca) locales, a WishList lookup is missing the DateCreated and 
CustomerName elements. Also, for each Item node in the WishList, the ListitemId, 
DateAdded, QuantityDesired, QuantityReceived, Seller, and OfferAttributes elements 
do not appear. Under the OfferListing node, the OfferListingId and ExchangeId 
elements are missing.  

• CE ASINs with variations are not returning a list of valid merchants. CE 
ASINs with variations are not returning a list of valid merchants using ItemLookup.  

• ISPU items are not accessible via AWS Cart methods. When inserting the 
ISPU items into the remote cart via OfferListingId, the cart rejects the item with the 
'not accessible' error.  

• Quoted phrase searching is not working in ItemSearch with Keywords. 
Quoted phrases in the Keywords field for ItemSearch are not accepted as a whole 
phrase. Instead, they are broken up into individual terms and results are returned 
for subsets of the phrase. For example, the parameter Keywords="the last time" 
should only return results for "the last time", rather than "the", "last" or "time".  

• SimilarityLookup for two ASINs that returns no results does not return an 
error. The SimilarityLookup operation does not return a NoSimilarities error when no 
intersecting similarities are found for multiple products that do have similarities. The 
NoSimilarities error is correctly returned either when the SimilarityLookup request is 
for one ASIN that has no similarities or when the SimilarityRequest is for two ASINs, 
only one of which has similarities.  

• Default input content encoding is not UTF-8. The default input content 
encoding for ECS 4.0 is ISO-8859-1. The default content input encoding should be 
UTF-8.  

• ItemSearch using TextStream may not work for all search indexes. All 
SearchIndex values are not available to ItemSearch on TextStream, which includes 
stores like Tools, Software, and Jewelry. 
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